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Abstract 
The MAOR method as a generalization f the well-known MSOR method was introduced by Hadjidimos et al. (Appl. 
Numer. Math. 10 (1992) 115-127) and investigated in Y. Song (J. Comput. Appl. Math. 79 (1997) 299-317) where some 
convergence r sults for the case when matrix of the system is strictly diagonally dominant are obtained. In this paper we 
shall improve these results. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All fights reserved. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
Let 
Ax=b 
be a system of  linear equations with the n x n nonsingular matrix A of  the following form: 
DI 
-K  D2 
where D1 and D2 are square nonsingular diagonal matrices. 
For solving system (1) Young [4] proposed the modified SOR 
investigated by many authors (for detailed comments ee [2, 4]). 
(1) 
(2) 
(MSOR) method, which was 
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In [1] a generalization of the MSOR method, called MAOR method, was proposed. In [2] for 
matrix A having the form (2) and strictly diagonally dominance property, among others, some 
sufficient conditions for the convergence of the MAOR method were given. Here we shall improve 
this result. 
Definition 1. Matrix A E C n'n is a strictly diagonally dominant (SDD) matrix if 
[aiil>ri(A)'-~ Z [aij[' i=  1 .... ,n. 
j#i 
o-- fo' 
Let us denote 
2. MAOR method 
Let A be two-cyclic matrix of the form (2) and let 
A =D-CL-Cu  
be the standard splitting of A into diagonal (D), strictly lower (CL) and strictly upper (Cu) triangular 
matrices, respectively. D is suppose to be nonsingular. Obviously, 
oo] [o Oo] ' [°0 
I001 U=D-1Cu = 
L=D-1CL = D~IK 0 ' 0 0 
The modified AOR (MAOR) method is defined as follows: 
x k+l = ~,,,~2,.ix k + qb,Ol,,O2,~,,b, k = 0, 1,.. . ,  (3) 
where 
~031,092,  ~, = ( I - ?L )  -1 ( I - f2  + (CO2-?)L + col U), 
~COl,fO2, 7, b = ( I - ?L ) - lo -1  f2b, 
and f2--diag(colll,co212), COlco2 # 0, COl, CO2,? E ~ and I~,I2 are the identity matrices of the same di- 
mensions as D1, D2, respectively. 
When the parameter ? equals CO2 the MAOR method reduces to the MSOR method. 
3. Convergence properties 
It is well known that MAOR method will converge for any start vector if and only if p(Seo~,,o~,~,)< 1. 
The following Lemma gives us an upper bound for 
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Let nl and n2 be the dimensions of the diagonal matrices D~ and D2, respectively and 
N, ={1,2 .... ,nl}, Na={n, + 1,n, + 2,... ,n}. 
For all i = 1,2,..., n we shall denote 
/~=r,.(L) and u~=r~(U). 
We also denote 
d = max li and u = max ui. 
icN2 iCNI 
Lemma 2. 
11.~,,,,,,o2,~ 11  < max{[1-ogl I + Io911 u, II-o921 + (Io92-~o9, I + I~o9, [uV}. 
Proof. There exists an n-dimensional vector y such that Ilyll~--1 and 
Let us denote ~q~,o,,,o~,~,y=z. Obviously, 
(I-~Z,)z = ( I -0  + (o92-~)L + o9, U)y 
or  
zi=(1--ogl)Yi+o91E(U)ikYk, iENI,  
kEN2 
zj =? E(L)jkzk + (1--o92)yj + (o92--7) E(L)jkYk, jEN2. 
k~Nl kffNi 
Here we use the notation (A)0. for the ijth element of the matrix A. 
From the equality (4) it follows that 
[zi-(1-COl)yd ~< [(-01 [ui, i E NI 
and 
Izil ~< II-o9,1 + log, In. 
From the second equality (5) for all j c N2 we have 
[zj-(a-,o2)yj[ ~ ~ I(L)j~ll~z~ + (o92-V)Ykl 
kEN1 
kENi 
~< ~ f(L)j~I(MI~, lu~ + I~2-~, I) 
kENl 
~< (1711o9,1u + Io92-Tog, F)z. 
(4) 
(5) 
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Finally, 
Izjl ~<11-o921 + ([~l ]COl ] u + 1o92-7o9x ])[ 
and the lemma is proved. [] 
This Lemma allows us to obtain the convergence area for MAOR method when the matrix of our 
system is strictly diagonally dominant. 
3.1. SDD matrices 
From now on we shall use the following notations: for x E R, x >/0, 
2 1-11-xl-xg 1-11-xl + xE 
t (x ) - - l+x ,  f - (x )= / ( l+u)  ' f+(x )= / ( l+u)  ' 
l+u  
9-(x) =- f - (x )  1 -u  
Theorem 3. Let A be an SDD matrix. Let ~ and u are as defined above and 
tl =- t(u), t2 = t(/), t3 = t([u). 
Then the MAOR iterative method is a convergent one if the parameters o91,o92 and ~ are chosen 
in the followin9 way: 
0<ogl <tt,  0 <o92 < t2, - - f -  (O92) < 7O91 < f+(o92) (6) 
or 
0<ogl <h, t2 ~ O92 < t3, g -  (O92) < ~)O91 < f+(o92). (7) 
Proof. Since A is an SDD matrix, it follows that [ < 1 and u < 1. Under this assumption it is easy 
to prove that for all above choices of coL, o92 and ~ the inequalities 
Ii-og, I + Iog, lu< 1 
and 
Ii-o921 + (Io92-vo911 + IvogLlu)~ < 1 
hold. Now, the convergence follows from Lemma 2. [] 
Comments and remarks. We shall continue to use the notations [ and u which correspond to tr2 
and o'1 from [2], respectively. 
Let us compare our result with the Theorem 3.6 from [2]. The convergence area for parameters 
o21, o92 and ~ in Theorem 3.6 from [2] is 
0<o91 <tl, 0 < (-D2 < t2, 0 ~ ~ ~ (D2 (8) 
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or 
0 < (-02 ~]) < t2, 0 <~y601 < 602tl. 
If (8) is satisfied, then we have 
2602 
0 ~ 7601 ~ = 602/1. 
l+u  
Since 
(-02 + 602 ba 
((1 +u)  
602tl <f+(602) = 2--602 + 602d 
f(1 + u) 
for 0<o92..<1, 
for 1 <092 <t2, 
(9) 
we conclude that for such a choice of parameters (6) is satisfied. 
In the second case, if (9) is satisfied, similarly we conclude that 
0 <y601 < f+(602)- 
Since 0 < 602 < t2 and 
2 o92 2 
0"~601 < - -  ~ - -  -h ,  
l+u  7 l+u 
we have again that (6) is satisfied. Hence, the convergence area from our Theorem 3 is always 
wider than the corresponding one in Theorem 3.6 from [2]. 
In the case of MSOR method, when ~ = 602 our Theorem 3 states that the MSOR method will 
converge if 
0<601 <h, 0 < 602 </2 
or 
1 + d-(2/602) (2/o92)-1 + d 
<601 < t2 ~602 <t3, 
d(1-u)  #(1 +u)  ' 
which is obviously wider than the corresponding one in Theorem 3.6 from [2]. 
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